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Roman coins in the West Lithuanian
Stone Circle Graves Culture:
estimated practicality or the dawn of a new phenomenon
Audronė Bliujienė and Donatas Butkus

During the Roman period, in the West Lithuanian Stone Circle Graves Culture area and its peripheral territory in south
western Latvia, a widely known custom existed to deposit
one, two, or three coins, almost exclusively sestertii, in men’s,
women’s, and children’s graves; so far, the largest amount
of coins found in a grave has been 26. The custom started
spreading in the late 2nd century. However, the main inflow
of sestertii reached the West Lithuanian Stone Circle Graves
Culture area and the custom of coin deposition in graves
spread in the period 200 to 260 AD. But the custom did not
last long and came to an end in about 270 AD. One to three
coins were deposited in the graves of all the social groups of
the society. However, they were placed mainly in the graves of
individuals with a lower social status, while the graves of the
highest social status representatives contained four or more
coins. The paper looks into the reasons that promoted the
custom of coin deposition in graves, which formed a balance
between an evident estimated economic pragmatism and the
new burial customs that emerged as a result of the Romanization process and presupposed the changes in the ideology
and the worldview of the society in the region in question.
The classification of the Roman period imported goods
by their value into mass production, valuable, and unique
has been well established in the historiography of the Baltic
Sea region (cf. Nowakowski 1995, 57–69). Mass-produced
items included Roman coins and glass beads. To date, in
western Lithuania and south-western Latvia, as well as in
the region between the Nemunas/Memel/Neman and the
River Daugava/Western Dvina, mainly mass-produced and
several valuable imported items have been found. It is to
the mass, and undoubtedly the main, import category that
abundantly imported non-ferrous metals, or bronze alloys,
and scrap metal of different provenance are to be assigned. In
accordance with the adopted classification, valuable imported

items included metal figurines, fibulae, parts of belts, metal
dishes and bells, and other artefacts. Regretfully, the region
in question cannot be characterized by their abundance, as
the vast majority of imports consisted of various glass beads,
as well as sestertii, with the occasional occurrence of dupondii, asses and silver denarii. Currently between 1800 and
1850 Roman coins are known from the region between the
Nemunas and the Daugava. About 1079 coins were found
in the West Lithuanian Stone Circle Graves Culture area
(cf. Tab. 1).
Thus, in the Balts’ lands boasting no sources of raw materials for bronze alloy production, a one-denomination segment of the Roman Empire’s monetary system, namely a
sestertius, prevailed: that was the largest (32–34 mm in diameter) and the heaviest (around 27 to 20 g) coin whose weight
kept changing depending on the economic situation of the
Roman Empire and the reforms carried out in it (Bursche
1992, 3; Ørsted 2001, 23). Due to different geographical
locations and for other reasons, Balt communities operated
unequal amounts of coins (Bolin 1926; Moora 1938, 578–
586; Michelbertas 1972; 1995; 2001; 2002; Nowakowski
2001; Zapolska 2008; 2009; 2013). In the Lithuanian
stone circle graves, in the graves of the middle reaches of
the River Nemunas, central and northern Lithuania, and
of the Dollkeim-Kovrovo (or Sambian-Natangian culture),
Bogaczewo, and Sudovian cultures, almost exclusively sestertii were deposited (Nowakowski 2001; Zapolska 2008,
tab. 1). Coins were also deposited in graves by the closest
neighbours of the Balts, that is to say, people of the Wielbark
and Przeworsk cultures (cf. Zapolska 2008, 140; 2013, 106).
The Lithuanian historiographic tradition offers several
contradicting views. As a consequence of the chemical analysis
of the composition of coins and other finds in the early 20th
century, a hypothesis was formed that the coins performed
42 5
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Tab. 1 Roman coins in the West Lithuanian Stone Circle Graves culture sites (for the sites location see Fig. 1; after Butkus 2001; 2016;
Michelbertas 2001; Tamulynas 2002; 2005; 2008; Tamulynas/Martišauskytė 2008; Ducmane/Ozolina 2009, 40; Kretinga
Museum scientific archive). 1 Amount of graves with coins; 2 coins amount in graves ( ● ); 3 stray finds in cemeteries ( ● ); 4 hoards
( ■ ); 5 coin amount in hillforts and settlements ( ▼ ); 6 single coins, finding circumstance unclear, and bog finds (*, ▲ ).
West Lithuanian Stone Circle Graves Culture
1. Rucavas Mazkatuži
● 	
2. Medzes Kapsēdes
● 	
3. Priedienos Grobiņa
*
4. Rucavas municipality
■ 	
5. Priekules municipality
● 	
6. Ėgliškės-Anduliai/Andullen
● 	
7. Lazdininkai (Kalnalaukis)
● 	
8. Gintarai
● 	
9. Kurmaičiai
● 	
10. Pryšmančiai II
● 	
11. Rūdaičiai I
*
12. Rūdaičiai
● 	
13. Negarba
● 	
14. Jazdai
● 	
15. Senkai
● 	
16. Raguviškiai (Mišučiai)
*
17. Petrikaičiai
● 	
18. Kvietiniai
●, ■
19. Palanga
*
20. Nemirseta/Nimmersatt
● 	
21. Aukštkiemiai/Oberhof
● 	
22. Bandužiai/Bandhuszen
● 	
23. Laistai/Leisten/Leisten Jakob
● 	
24. Pleškučiai, Gaveliai, Pangesai/Pleschkutten, Pangessen
● 	
25. Stragnai/Skören
● 	
26. Miestaliai/Barwen
● 	
27. Jogučiai/Jagutten
● 	
28. Šernai/Schernen
● 	
29. Skėriai
● 	
30. Dreižiai
● 	
31. Daukšaičiai
● 	
32. Gerduvėnai
● 	
33. Toleikiai
*
34. Gargždai
■ 	
35. Saulažoliai
▼ 	
36. Eketė/Ekitten hillfort
▼ 	
37. Stančiai settlement
■, *
38. Klaipėda city
▲ 	
39. Smeltė/Bernsteinbruch
*
40. Klaipėda vicinity
*
41. Juodkrantė/Schwarzort
● 	
42. Barzdūnai/Barsduhnen
● 	
43. Gardamas
● 	
44. Kiošiai
● 	
45. Mockaičiai
● 	
46. Vėžaičiai/Weszeiten
*
47. Vilkų Kampas
■ 	
48. Vilkyčiai/Wilkieten
*
49. Priekulė/Prökuls
▲ 	
50. Petreliai/Petrellen
● 	
51. Žviliai
*
52. Jokūbaičiai
*
53. Kvėdarna
*
54. Padievytis
■
55. Lileikiai
● 	
56. Pajūralis
● 	
57. Gintališkė
*
58. Beržoras
*
59. Kalniškiai
Total

●

4 26

District
Liepājas, LV

1
8

2●
13

3●
19
29
4

4■

5▼

6* ▲
+?

~11
~70
Kretinga

5
35
2
9
3
7

8
96
6
16
8
12

7
89

7
4

1
1

17
1
1

1
1
1

Palanga city

12

22

Klaipėda

64
13
1
4
11
1
1
9

186
24
1
13
18
2
3
18

1
8

30
?

5
1

15
5
11
84

2
6
2
1
1

1

2
9
2
51
2
1
1+

3
3
2
1

Klaipėda city
Neringa city
Šilutė

3
1
1
1
1
2
~90
?

Šilalė

7
1

1
1
1
1
5/6
1

Plungė

1

186

447

321

~247

3

1
1
61
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the function of the raw materials for the production of
non-ferrous artefacts in the region, and this assumption was
confirmed by the chemical and recent spectral analyses (Bezzenberger 1904; Kulikauskas 1959, 16; Luchtanas 1981,
12–14; Vaitkunskienė 1981, 84; Simniškytė 2002; Bliujienė 2013, 434). Based on the analysis of the Baltic lands
materials, one could also rightly argue that coins were also
used as amulets (cf. Gorecki 1976, 248; Nowakowski 1995,
76). Moreover, coins were said to have been a means of payment in exchange not only between Roman merchants and
the Balt nobility, but also between the ordinary community
members; in other words, coins were believed to have performed a monetary function (Michelbertas 1972, 86–89;
2002, 80; 2014, 43–44). To evaluate the historiographic views
on the function of Roman coins, one had to note that in
the Balts’ lands, or, to quote Tacitus, on the edge of Suebia
(Tacitus, Germania § 45), payment in kind prevailed, based
on the exchange of prestigious goods or raw materials, even
though the imported artefacts travelling north were accompanied by coins. However, due to the insurmountable divide
between the antique world and the Barbaricum and the Balts’
lands, coins could serve as a medium of exchange or perform
other monetary functions (cf. Ørsted 2001, 21; Bursche
2008, 397–399; van Heesch 2008, 49; Wigg-Wolf 2008,
38). Even if the recent investigation of the archaeological
material of the Chernyakhov-Sântana de Mureş culture gives
an idea about the production of coins imitating the issues
of the Roman Empire, it is possible that elites used locally
minted coins to demonstrate their status and rights (WiggWolf 2016, 216–217). However, the elite of the region
between the Rivers Nemunas and Daugava did not have the
interregional status symbols despite the intercultural contacts
and were far from being directly involved in interregional
exchange (Bliujienė 2011, 195–199; Banytė-Rowell et al.
2012, 214–217 fig. 10).
The authors who wrote about the inflows of coins to the
Balts’ lands noted that they coincided with the period of the
Marcomannic Wars (about 166–180 AD) or the end of the
said Germanic and Roman wars and more active exchange of
raw amber and other commodities (cf. Moora 1938, 641–655
fig. 91; Banytė-Rowell 2007, 103–105 fig. 37; Zapolska
2008, 148–149; 2013, 107–108; Bliujienė 2011, 171–195
figs. 9; 14; Kačkutė 2015, 50).
Graves with Roman coins in the context of the
West Lithuanian Stone Circle Graves Culture
The West Lithuanian Stone Circle Graves Culture prevailed
on the coasts of Lithuania and south-western Latvia. The said
cultural area of the Roman period was identified through its
unique graves, surrounded by stone circles with stone enclosures inside the circles, and the characteristic burials: the
custom of inhumation and abundant specific grave goods.
In the north, the area of the West Lithuanian Stone Circle
Graves Culture ended north of Lake Liepaja (Latvia). In the

south, the burial sites stretched as far as the Minija estuary,
while in the east the sites covered the basin of the River Jūra
from its upper to its middle reaches. The northern and the
eastern edges of the West Lithuanian Stone Circle Graves
Culture area were to be regarded as the peripheral groups
of the said culture (Moora 1938, 41–44; Michelbertas
1986, 28–41; Vaitkunskienė 1999, 209–211 fig. 228; Banytė-
Rowell 2007, 45 fig. 9; Virse 2008, 9–17 fig. 5; Bliujienė
2013, fig. 24,318; Fig. 1).
According to the data possessed by the authors of the
paper, 447 coins were found in the graves of 37 cemeteries;
another 321 were collected in the cemeteries from destroyed
burials, 247 coins were found in hoards, and merely three
coins were found in settlements; the circumstances of the
finding of 61 coins, including four coins found in the wetlands, were unclear (Tab. 1; Fig. 2) 1. The West Lithuanian
Stone Circle Graves Culture stands out by the fact that the
majority of the coins were found in the funeral context, rather
than in hoards or habitation sites. As many as 95.8 % of the
coins found either in graves or cemeteries were sestertii, with
occasional dupondii or asses finds 2. Only about 46 denarii
were found either in the graves or in the cemetery area, and
another seven were discovered in hoards (Michelbertas
2001; Zapolska 2008, tab. 2, diagram 3; Ducmane/Ozolina 2009, 40). Thus the majority of the coins found in
the West Lithuanian Stone Circle Graves Culture area were
homogeneous coins of the Roman Empire monetary system.
It should be noted that a very small portion of coins came
from settlements.
It is generally known that the position of an archaeological site in a certain cultural area and, in our case, in the
population structure of the West Lithuanian Stone Circle
Graves Culture area is predetermined by a good geographical location, convenient access to maritime and continental
water (river) and land routes, and the presence of necessary
natural resources. Again, a convenient geographical location enabled the supply of the required raw materials and
commodities. In the West Lithuanian Stone Circle Graves
Culture area, based on the site distribution, the abundance
of coins, and the character of archaeological materials, one
could identify three specific areas. First of all, there was the
Eketė hillfort (with the Roman period cultural layer and
finds), Stančiai settlement and the neighbouring cemeteries,

1 For various reasons, the data presented in Tab. 1 is not totally

accurate. Moreover, they regularly change due to new finds.
2 Apart from the hoard of 70 dupondii and asses found in

Priekule Municipality in Latvia in 2015, which was described
in preliminarily information in the newspaper ‘ Latvijas
Avīz ’, Dr Armands Vijups suggested they were asses and
dupondii (information available from: http://www.la.lv/
laimigs-ieguvums-sarezgitos-apstaklos/; accessed 4 May
2016).
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Fig. 1 Distribution of
Roman coins at the
West Lithuanian Stone
Circle Graves Culture
sites (for the list of sites
see Tab. 1).

such as Aukštkiemiai (former Oberhof ) and Jogučiai (former
Jagutten). The first specific area was situated on both banks
of the lower reaches of the River Akmena-Danė, no more
than 6 km from the coast. In the graves of the Aukštkiemiai
cemetery, 201 coins and a round enamel fibula produced in
the millefiori technique, or a Roman balteus stud (Bolin
1926, 228–230; Michelbertas 2001, 33–34; Banytė-Rowell 2002, 127 fig. 1), as well as other important finds, were
discovered. In the Jogučiai cemetery, male grave 1, next to
other finds, contained a silver omega-shaped belt buckle with
a mounting coated with a gilded silver plate (‘ Voien ’ type), a
spearhead with a diamond-shaped blade, and three sestertii.
The Jogučiai omega-shaped belt buckle with a mounting was
produced in the south-western Baltic Sea region, after wellknown analogues from Thorsberg, Illerup and Störling (for
this see Tamulynas 2005, 83–85 figs. 1; 3–4).
4 28

Even though no contemporaneous settlements or other burial
sites could be found within a 2.5–3.0 km distance from the
Lazdininkai (Kalnalaukis) cemetery on the left bank of the
River Darba, the material from the cemetery proved it to
have been a location of interregional significance. The River
Darba was a left-bank tributary of the Šventoji that flowed
into the Baltic Sea, and the distance from the Lazdininkai
cemetery to the coast did not exceed 7 km. In 35 graves of the
cemetery and in its territory, 185 coins were found, mainly
sestertii, as well as several dupondii or asses, however, not a
single denarius. That was the second cemetery in the cultural
area boasting such a large number of coins (see Tab. 1). In
the northern part of the West Lithuanian Stone Circle Graves
Culture area and in south-western Latvia, sestertii were found
in the Rucava Mazkatuži, Medzes Kapsēdes, and Priedienos
Grobiņa cemeteries (Wahle 1928; Šturms 1942; Stepiņš
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1960; Ducmane/Ozolina 2009, 40). However, further
to the north, towards the Daugava, few Roman coins were
found (Ducmane/Ozolina 2009, 40).
In terms of the abundance of coins, the third important
centre of the culture was the environment of the Stragnai
cemetery in the lower reaches of the River Minija (a larger
right-bank tributary in the delta of the River Nemunas). In
the vicinity of Stragnai, the Skėriai and Pleškučiai-Pangesai
cemeteries with Roman coins and the Vilkyčiai hoard are
known (Fig. 1). In accordance with the literature sources,
about 102 coins were found in the Stragnai cemetery
(Bolin 1926, 231–232; Varnas 1986, 82; Michelbertas
2001, 37–38). In terms of the number of Roman coins, that
was the third archaeological place in western Lithuania. In
female grave 2 in the Pleškučiai-Pangesai (former Plesch
kutten, Pangessen) cemetery, ten sestertii were deposited in
a birchbark box (Bezzenberger 1914, 154–155), which was
the third largest number of coins found in a grave in the
West Lithuanian Stone Circle Graves Culture area. More
over, in the Pleškučiai-Pangesai cemetery, a round enamel
disc (a stray find) similar to that from Aukštkiemiai was discovered (Banytė-Rowell 2002, 127).
In the eastern group of cemeteries of the West Lithuanian
Stone Circle Graves Culture area, in the basin of the middle

reaches of the River Jūra, the custom of depositing coins in
the graves was not intensely practised, as there we had no
data about any coins having been found in the cemeteries of
that group, except for a stray find of a Faustina II (d. 175 AD)
sestertius in the Žviliai cemetery and a Roman coin in Pajūralis cemetery. Moreover, when moving away to the east, the
custom of coin deposition in the graves drastically decreased
(Michelbertas 1995, 82 fig. 1; 2001, map).
The earliest coins in the West Lithuanian Stone Circle
Graves Culture area were found in the environs of the village Rūdaičiai, where at least three contemporaneous cemeteries were known. There, under unclear circumstances, a
Claudius I (41–54 AD) sestertius was found. Possibly, from
the Rūdaičiai 1 cemetery comes a Roman as of Emperor Nero
(54–68 AD) 3. However, it did not mean that these coins got
into western Lithuania in the mid or late 1st century. The
coins discovered in western Lithuania were minted mainly
by the Nerva-Antonine Emperors dynasty, especially in the
period between the rule of Trajan (98–117 AD) and that of
Marcus Aurelius (161–180 AD). Moreover, coins from the

3 The coin is not publicized and is presently stored in

Kretinga Museum.
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time of Commodus (180–192 AD) were found, while the most
recent coins belonged to the mint of Emperor Trebonianus
Galus (251–253 AD). In 2015, a double sestertius of Postumus
(258–268 AD), minted in 258/259 (RIC 169), was recovered
as a stray find in the Lazdininkai cemetery. This sestertius
is currently the most recent coin from the Western Roman
Empire found in Lithuania (Butkus 2016). As proved by
the analysis of graves, the largest amount of sestertii reached
the West Lithuanian Stone Circle Graves Culture area and
the custom of their deposition in graves prevailed in the late
C 1 a to C 1 b period (200–260 AD ). However, the graves of
around 270 AD actually contained no more coins. Thus the
custom survived merely for about 80 years, that is to say, the
life of three generations.
In western Lithuania and south-western Latvia, coins were
deposited in male, female, and children’s graves. Due to the
specificity of the soil, the skeletons did not survive, and just
in rare cases enamel caps of the dental crowns were found
that allowed for odontological investigations and the determination of the age of the buried. In most cases, their sex
was determined by grave goods. The results of odontological
investigations were sometimes unexpected: in some of the
graves where, based on the size of the grave pit and the grave
goods, one could expect the burial of a well-armed man,
adolescents or children were, however, found, as deduced
by anthropologists (cf. Bliujienė 2013, 470 footnote). In
any case, the material of the investigated graves witnessed
that coins were more often discovered in the graves that,
due to the grave goods, were ascribed to men rather than to
women. After the analysis of 180 undestroyed or partially
destroyed graves from 16 West Lithuanian cemeteries 4, one
could argue that, in terms of the amount of coins deposited in the graves, in the majority of cases only one coin per
grave was found (such graves accounted for 42.22 %). The
graves that contained two coins accounted for 25.55 %, and
three coins, for 20.00 %. The percentage of the graves with
a larger amount of coins, starting with four of them, steeply
decreased to 3.33 %, the graves with five coins accounted for
5 %, while the graves with nine coins, for 1.11 %. Single graves
contained six, seven, 21, and 26 coins (Fig. 3); moreover, such
graves were found only in the Aukštkiemiai, Lazdininkai, and
Pleškučiai-Pangesai cemeteries. The said burial sites, judging
from the micro-regional population structure of the West
Lithuanian Stone Circle Graves Culture area, could have

4 Here, the data have been summarized from the Lazdin-

inkai (Kalnalaukis), Aukštkiemiai (Oberhof ), Rūdaičiai I,
Kurmaičiai, Rucavas Mazkatuži, Palanga, Gintarai, Šernai,
Bandužiai, Ėgliškės-Anduliai, Pleškučiai-Pangesai, Senkai,
Stragnai, Jogučiai, Miestaliai/Barwen and Laistai cemeteries
(Bolin 1926; Wahle 1928; Šturms 1942; Stepiņš 1960;
Michelbertas 2001; Bliujienė 2013, figs. 303–307, appendix 7; Kačkutė 2015, tab. 3–4).
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been the centres of that cultural area. It was there that the
concentrations of the graves of individuals with a high social
status or rich in grave goods from the period 200–230 AD
were found (Kačkutė 2015, map 2), although, of course, a
larger amount of coins in cemeteries may have depended on
the level of their excavation.
In the graves, the coins were found mainly on the left
or the right side of the head of the buried individual, or
above the head, in a birchbark box or without it, or under a
miniature cup, that is to say together with the rest of traditionally deposited additional grave goods (jewellery, weapons, or tools). Sometimes coins were also found at the waist,
evidently in a leather or a cloth bag, on the chest, and apparently in hands or even in the mouth (Michelbertas 1995,
fig. 2; Banytė-Rowell et al. 2012, fig. 7; Bliujienė 2013,
446 fig. 295). The fact that the buried individuals could have
kept coins in their hands was witnessed by the thumb and the
index finger ridge patterns that had left a print on the obverse
and reverse of the coin found in the Lazdininkai cemetery
(Bliujienė 2013, fig. 295).
The coins found in graves and hoards covered chronologically a rather long period: frequently the difference between
the earliest and the most recent coins amounted to 50 years
or was close to 100 years. In other words, they covered the
period of about 80 years of the maximum inflow of coins
to the western Lithuania region and other Balt lands. The
chronological difference between the coins became especially evident when a larger amount of coins was found in
the grave: for example, in grave 2 of the Pleškučiai-Pangesai
cemetery, from among ten coins, the earliest belonged to
the Hadrian period (117–138 AD), and the most recent, to
the Caracalla period (198–217 AD). In grave 66/2000 of the
Lazdininkai cemetery, 26 sestertii were found, covering the
period from Trajan to Julia Mamaea (d. 235 AD). Twenty-one
sestertii found in male grave 369 in the Aukštkiemiai/Oberhof cemetery were minted in the period between the Trajan
and Marcus Aurelius rule. Of course, one could assume that
the coins on the northern edge of the Barbaricum had been
used for a long time after their minting. On the other hand,
in quite a few cases, earlier coins were deposited in graves,
as, for example, a sestertius of the time of Nero was found in
grave 108 of the Šernai (former Schernen) cemetery which,
judging by its grave goods, belonged to period C1b, or a
sestertius of the time of Antoninus Pius (138–161 AD) was discovered in grave 63 of the Bandužiai cemetery that belonged
to period C1b (Fig. 4,22). Apparent chronological discrepancies between the time of minting of the coin(s) found in the
grave and the grave goods have been known from the cases
in the Bogaczewo and Sudovian cultures (Zapolska 2008,
147 tab. 3). However, homogeneous coins (sestertii), coins
minted earlier that got into the region at a later period and
especially a large amount of worn and dilapidated sestertii
would witness that a large amount of coins no longer used
was purposefully brought into the region.
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Fig. 4 Bandužiai female grave 63 in situ and grave goods: 1–20 necklace composed of monochrome beads, rare multi-coloured mosaic,
amber and bronze beads ( TM 41, 118, close to TM 192, TM 266 a, close to TM 351 and 366 d, TM 379 a, 387 b, 395 b, close to TM 407
and 528 b); 21 bronze finger ring with plaited frontal part (22c type after Ch. Beckmann); 22 sestertius Antoninus Pius (138–161 AD);
23–25 bronze fragments of a headband with clasps and attached glass ( TM 135) and amber beads ( TM 395 a); 26 bronze pendant covered
with white metal layer, possibly a belt end mounting; 27–28 bronze sash-like bracelets; 29 sandstone spindle whorl (after Stankus
1995, 113–114 fig. 22; photos: D. Butkus; History Museum of Lithuania Minor, GEK nos. 48143–48150 and L inv. no. 638).

Coins in the context of the social stratification
of western Lithuanian society
Coin distribution and chronology, the amount of coins in
graves, their position with respect to the body of the buried
individual, the correlation of the amount of coins and the sex
of the buried, and the richness of grave goods raised two fundamental questions: the meaning of the mass import of coins

from the Roman Empire and their functions in the real life
of western Lithuanian societies, and the meaning attributed
to the coins deposited in graves by the community. The view
of the north-eastern Europeans and, of course, of the Balts
on coins could not have been uniform for obvious cultural
and economic differences, and therefore the economic, social
and symbolic meanings of the coins and their functions must
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have been intertwined. In the case of the West Lithuanian
Stone Circle Graves Culture area, an attempt to find answers
to both questions was practically based on a one-sided database: the funeral context was expected to explain both the
relationship of the coins with the social status of the buried
individuals and with the Romanization process, as well as
the possible usage of coins in the community’s everyday life.
Based on the analysis of the grave goods of the late 2nd
to mid 3rd century, three principal social groups could be
identified in the social structure of western Lithuanian society which had sufficiently different social prestige indicators: those were the community elite or individuals with
the highest social status, ordinary (well-off ), and poor or
dependent people (cf. Bliujienė 2013, 500–501). Actually,
a larger diversity of social groups could be identified in the
social structure of the society, but in that case, based on the
grave goods assemblages, the social status indicators tended
to overlap 5. Even though people of the highest social status
of the West Lithuanian Stone Circle Graves Culture did not
have the interregional status symbols, distinctive social status
indicators following the prototypes were nevertheless created
(Banytė-Rowell et al. 2012, 214–217 fig. 10). The indicators
of men’s highest social status must have been specially selected
symbolic horse parts, mostly horse head offerings, an ornate
wrought metal harness, a weapon set (one to three spears,
an axe, a battle knife, a small scythe, and often a shield),
an ornate belt with a metal buckle and mounts and a metal
belt end, imitation of snake-headed finger rings, birchbark
boxes fill up with women’s ornaments, and, finally, personal
clothing-related jewellery (Bliujienė/Bračiulienė 2007,
47–61 figs. 3–6; 8–10; Bliujienė/Butkus 2007, 98–104
figs. 4; 7–8; Banytė-Rowell et al. 2012, fig. 6; Kačkutė
2015, 64–65 tab. 4; Figs. 5–6). As befits individuals with the
highest social status, their graves occasionally contained valuable imported artefacts, such as the above-mentioned belt
buckle from male grave 1 in the Jogučiai cemetery. More
over, in that grave from the Jogučiai cemetery, three sestertii
were found: Maximinus I (235–238 AD), Gordian III (238–
244 AD), and a fragment of an unidentified coin (Tamulynas
2005, 83–85 figs. 1; 4; Banytė-Rowell et al. 2012, fig. 10).
The graves with three coins accounted for 20 % of the total of
180 graves which contained coins among other grave goods.
The vast majority of such graves, based on the discovered
grave goods, could have belonged to ordinary members of
the society. In the context of the search for the correlation
between coins and social status, of greatest importance was
the fact that no coins were found in the majority of the graves
ascribed to the elite of periods C1a to C1b 6. Most importantly,
as proved by the analysis of 180 West Lithuanian Stone Circle
Graves Culture graves that contained coins, no direct correlation existed between the number of the coins (one, two,
or three) deposited in the grave and the grave goods that
identified a high social status, or between the coins and richer
grave goods, or the number of the artefact types. Moreover,
432

the deposition of either denarii or sestertii in the grave made
no difference. The latter argument was witnessed by the grave
goods in grave 14 of the Šernai cemetery: it contained a silver
Hadrian denarius, while the rest of the grave goods were
modest (a scythe and a whetstone); symbolic horse parts
were buried 70 cm north and 1 m east of the grave (too far
from a human) and therefore it was difficult to say whether
the offering belonged to the same grave 7.
The graves of women with the highest social status contained caps decorated with bronze appliqués and double spiral
pendants, headbands with clasps, luxurious necklaces of rare
types, glass beads and metal pendants, pectoral ornaments
made of two tutulus pins and openwork pendants, as well as
a large amount of other jewellery, such as neck rings, crossbow and round fibulae, bracelets and rings, including the
imitation of snake-headed finger rings and various additional
grave goods (a cup, a birchbark box, a spindle whorl, and a
knife; Figs. 4; 7). However, coins in the graves of women
with the highest social status were extremely rare, or, more
precisely, the majority of the graves of that group contained
no coins (Bliujienė/Bračiulienė 2007, 56 tab. 2 figs. 3–10;
Banytė-Rowell et al. 2012, fig. 6; Bliujienė 2013, 439;
Kačkutė 2015, 62–63 tab. 3). In the context of the search for
coins serving as an indicator of women’s high social status,
other products of mass import, glass and enamel beads and
luxurious necklaces made from them as well as from amber
beads, and bronze pendants as pectoral ornaments, were of
great importance. Among the prevailing monochrome beads
in the necklaces, rare multi-coloured beads and uniquely
shaped amber pendants were found (Figs. 4,1–20; 7,4–5).
Female grave 63 from the Bandužiai cemetery met the criteria
of high social status (Stankus 1995, 63 figs. 22; 55,1). Among
the finds from the grave, a trapezoid artefact unique for the
region (10.7 × 6.5 cm) whose front was coated with white
metal, most likely tin, was found. The artefact was decorated
with embossed rows (after conservation they crumbled and
therefore the mounting looked like openwork), and its edges

5 In the period from C 1a to C 1b, five female and six male

grave categories were identified which were equated with
social groups (Kačkutė 2015, 64–67 tab. 3–4).
6 For example, no coins were found in the Lazdininkai
cemetery, grave 9/1992; Šernai cemetery, grave 50; Stragnai
cemetery, grave 13, etc. For this, see also Varnas 1986, 82;
Bliujienė 2013, figs. 257–258.
7 For the description of Šernai cemetery grave 14, see Bezzen
berger 1892, 150. Even though symbolic horse parts are
considered to be indicators of high social status, male graves
with horse offerings were, as a rule, rich in other kinds of
grave goods. Such graves in the West Lithuanian Stone
Circle Graves Culture area accounted for about 9.1 % of the
Roman period graves, yet coins were found in only six of
them (cf. Bliujienė/Butkus 2007, 96 fig. 2).
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Fig. 5 Lazdininkai male grave 65/2000 grave goods: 1 scythe; 2–3 spearheads; 4 silver crossbow fibula with decorated rings; 5 sandstone
whetstone; 6 birchbark boxes (reconstruction) tied with leather stripe and miniature cup; 7 leather stripe; 8 axe (after Butkus 2001;
Bliujienė 2013, fig. 250.1,5; photos: D. Butkus; Kretinga Museum inv. KMP7838: 44–50).

were bound with cylindrical mounting inside which leather
and cloth residues were discovered. Judging from the position
of that flat bronze artefact in the grave and other circumstances, it could have been a unique pendant or possibly a
belt end mounting (Fig. 4,26).
Fragments of an artefact made of thin bronze plate in
a similar technique and decorated with similar embossed
rows and which belonged to a woman from the community elite were found in grave 7 of the Kurmaičiai cemetery.
The finds of that woman’s grave included an unidentified
sestertius, two tutulus pins joined by the rows of chains,
a necklace composed of glass mosaic with a checkerboard

pattern (close to TM 366 d) 8 bead, an eight-shaped glass
bead pendant ( TM 87), three amber ( TM 395 a) beads, and
evidently several small bronze spirals (Fig. 7,1). Moreover,
the grave contained a sash-like bracelet, two spiral rings, a
sandstone spindle whorl, a small knife and small pieces of tin
bronze (diameter 8 cm and height 5 cm; it is currently impossible to confirm these measurements) with residues of textiles
inside (Baleniūnas 1940). In the Lithuanian historiographic

8 Bead types were indicated in compliance with M. Tempel-

mann-Mączyńska (1985).
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Fig. 6 Lazdininkai male grave 65/2000 grave goods in the boxes: 1–11 bigger box filled with ornaments, wooden stick and wooden
comb belonging to a woman; 12–20 smaller box with spiral finger rings and sestertii; 15 & 18 Hadrian (117–138 AD); 16 Marcus Aurelius (161–180 AD); 17 not evaluated; 19 Septimius Severus (193–211 AD) (after Butkus 2001; Bliujienė 2013, figs. 250,2–3; photos:
D. Butkus; Kretinga Museum inv. KMP7838: 52–78).
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tradition, the fragments of the said tins were interpreted as
fragments of a Roman bronze cup, that is to say, as a valuable
import (Kulikauskas 1951, 239 fig. 2,12; Michelbertas
1972, 102; 2001, 40; Fig. 7,2). However, based on the find circumstances of the residues of the tin artefact and its analogies
from the Dollkeim-Kovrovo and Bogacezwo cultures, fragments of the tin artefact found in grave 7 of the Kurmaičiai
cemetery were most likely parts of the drinking horn mount9
or otherwise belonged to a small bronze box, the so-called
Amulettdose 10 or finally to any somewhat bigger metal box.
Small cylindrical Amulettdosen were spread throughout a vast
area of the Barbaricum, but closer to the Balts’ lands they are
known from the Wielbark and Przeworsk cultures’ female
graves (Czarnecka 2010, 231–234 figs. 1–2). An example
of a bigger bronze box comes from the Przeworsk culture
cemetery in Opatów 1 (north-western part of Małopolska),
object 1229 (Madyda-Legutko et al. 2011, 253 pl. CCCXC–
CCCXCI). Importantly, the tin artefact found in grave 7 of
the Kurmaičiai cemetery and its analogues in the above-mentioned finds had similar ornamentation composed of almost
identical geometrical motifs. In the western Lithuania of the
Roman period, just a few drinking horns with mounts were
found in male graves (grave 1 and a destroyed grave in the
Maudžiorai cemetery, as well as grave 35 in the Žviliai cemetery; for this see Simniškytė 1998, 188). Drinking horns with
mounts, Amulettdosen, bronze boxes or the above-mentioned
unique pendant or a metal-plated belt end, complemented
the list of the social prestige indicators of elite women of the
Western Balts from period C1a to C1b.
As proved by the analysis of 180 western Lithuanian graves
with stone circles that contained coins, mainly one coin was
deposited in one grave, and the graves which contained one
to three coins accounted for 87.77 % of the total number of
the graves (Fig. 3). The analysis of the graves containing one
to three coins in the Aukštkiemiai, Rūdaičiai I, Pryšmančiai I,
and Rucavas Mazkatuži cemeteries witnessed that, in terms
of the number of finds and the number of artefact types, they
could be ascribed to ordinary members of the community
(Bolin 1926; Wahle 1928, tab. B; Šturms 1942; Stepiņš
1960; Tautavičius 1968, 135–137; Bliujienė 2013, 439
figs. 303–306, appendix 7; Kačkutė 2015, tab. 3–4). Grave
1 in the Jogučiai, grave 63 in the Bandužiai, and grave 7 in
the Kurmaičiai cemeteries had other symbols of a high social
status or the community elite, or even unique grave goods,
and therefore they were ascribed to the society’s elite grave
group. In other words, no data could confirm that one to
three sestertii, or eventually single denarii, belonged to the
insignia marking the highest social status or to exclusive prestige artefacts, while several graves of the highest social status
that occurred in the group of graves with one to three sestertii
were an exception rather than a rule. Therefore one coin per
grave or an approximately equal percentage of the graves
containing two or three coins was related to a stable custom
which formed in the period from 200 to 260 AD and which
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prevailed in a great part of the western Lithuanian community. The custom could be attributed to the manifestations
of the Romanization process that reached the communities
of the western Lithuanian graves with stone circles. One of
the aspects of the process could be the function of an amulet
attributed to the coins. Moreover, several pendants known
in western Lithuania were made of coins, sometimes with
completely obliterated images and inscriptions 11. That proved
that the images or inscriptions did not play a great role,
even though the portrayal of people or narrative scenes had
reached the Balts. However, differently from the Germanic
iconography, it did not further develop in the region between
the Rivers Nemunas and Daugava as a specific phenomenon.
Coin pendants were worn not merely in western Lithuania, as the custom reflected a common aspiration of barbarians to be similar to the Germanic people who resided
closer to the limes and wore medallions donated by Romans
or made from aurei (Bursche 2008, 400). Therefore both
the coins and the pendants made from coins could have been
conceptual prototypes for the appearance of local ‘ medallions ’: round pendants, also called coin pendants. Small
round pendants created by Balts were either totally undecorated or decorated with a geometrical ornament and soldered beaded wire rows and granules (Michelbertas 1986,
fig. 29,4; Bliujienė 2009, 246–248 fig. 1).
Another reflection of the western Baltic Romanization
processes came from the prevailing custom of the deposition
of one or two coins in graves, which allowed for the consideration whether a low-value coin, or all three coins, could have
been a payment or obol to Charon, the ferryman of Greek
mythology, for the journey to the afterlife. Of course we cannot expect the custom to have been adopted and understood
in the same way as it was understood and practised in the
Roman Empire and its provinces, or by the Germanic people who lived closer to the limes (Gorecki 1976, 246–250;
Găzdac/Găzdac 2009, 167). Still, one could expect western Lithuania to have adopted at least part of the cultural
and religious ideas of the world of antiquity, or rather to
have adapted certain of its segments to the Baltic lands. One
could not ignore the fact that in the Balts’ lands, one, two,
or three coins were symbolically deposited in graves, in fact,

9 Male cremation burials L -40 and L -53 in the Bol’šoe Isakovo

cemetery: there, similar plates could have been the mounts
of a battle knife sheath or of a drinking horn (Skvorzov
2005, pl. 47,18–19; 66,34–35.38–39).
10 Babięta, graves 461, 480 and grave from Mojtyny, cemeteries
of the Bogaczewo culture (Peiser 1921, 115; Czarnecka
2010, figs. 2,16–18).
11 Šernai cemetery, grave 10, Rūdaičiai I cemetery, grave 17
(59), Stragnai cemetery, child grave 11, one more perforated
coin known from Juodkrantė/Schwarzort (Bezzenberger
1892, 148–149; Michelbertas 1972, 87; Varnas 1986, 81).
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Fig. 7 Part of woman’s grave goods from Kurmaičiai cemetery, female grave 7 (1–2) and Lazdininkai cemetery, female grave 63/2000
(3–11): 1 glass bead, TM 366 d; 2 pieces of tin bronze artefact; 3 enamel bead, close to TM 2 b; 4–5 amber pendants; 6–9 sestertii: 6
Marcus Aurelius (161–180 AD); 7 Faustina II (125/130–175 AD) (?); 8 Hadrian (117–138 AD); 9 Nerva-Antonine dynasty (138–192 AD);
10 bronze crossbow fibula; 11 bronze round fibula (1–2 Vytautas the Great War Museum, A 1522: 58, 65, photos: A. Bliujienė; 3–11
Butkus 2001; photos: D. Butkus; Kretinga Museum inv. KMP7838.23–27.31.33).

in the same way as in the Roman provinces (cf. the case of
Brigetio Roman army camp, today Szőny, Hungary), where
low denomination coins deposited in graves accounted for as
many as 98 % 12. The next example comes from Carnuntum
(today Petronell-Carnuntum in Lower Austria) mentioned
by Pliny the Elder (Pliny, Natural History, XXXVII § 45);
here the large majority of graves contained only one coin,
115 graves out 122 (94.2 %; Găzdac 2014, 97). Whatever the
case, the message conveyed to the Balts (Aestians) by those
low-denomination coins was evident: on the way to the afterlife, one had to pay, and the West Balts were aware of the size
of the payment. Again, the payment could have been only
another example of the coin involvement in the ritual of
coin offerings in graves after the formed custom. Therefore,
in the custom, it is difficult to grasp the actual monetary use
of coins, because the payment to Charon was based on the
coin weight.

The search for the attributes of coins as a means of expression
of a social status indicated that the view of the communities
on coins changed essentially as their number in the graves
increased, that is to say, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 21, and 26 coins were
deposited 13. In the West Lithuanian Stone C
 ircle Graves cultural area, more than four coins were found in merely 22 burials (altogether, 12.19 % of 180 graves). The graves with more
than four coins were clearly related to the community elite, as

12 In the opinion of Á. and C. Găzdac, Romans were very fond

of giving only small denominations to Charon. Moreover,
this practice closely followed the devaluation of Roman
monetary currency, in the case of Brigetio (cf. Găzdac/
Găzdac 2009, 164–167 fig. 4).
13 In western Lithuanian cemeteries, no other versions of the
coins deposited in graves have been found so far.
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even in partially destroyed burials no less than six out of ten
finds were discovered in a grave, and even more frequently
as many as 15 to 35 finds (Bolin 1926; Michelbertas 2001;
Bliujienė 2013, appendix 7). Those were mainly male graves.
Therefore we have sufficient prerequisites to presume that a
larger number of the coins than required by the observed custom meant the burial of individuals who enjoyed the highest
social status in the community.
Most importantly, the graves contained artefacts unique
for the West Lithuanian Stone Circle Graves Culture area,
such as the mounts of artefacts having various functions discovered in the Bandužiai (grave 63) and Kurmaičiai (grave 7)
female graves (Figs. 4; 7,1–2). Thus a larger amount of coins
was deposited exclusively in the graves rich in grave goods,
where one could see an obvious correlation between the social
status and the number of coins. Male grave 66/2000 in the
Lazdininkai cemetery could serve as an excellent illustration of the hypothesis: it contained 26 sestertii – the largest
amount of coins found in a burial of the West Lithuanian
Stone Circle Graves Culture area. Moreover, the grave contained more exclusive finds: an amber pendant in the form
of the hammer of Thor/Perkūnas, unique for Lithuanian
archaeological material, a fragment of another pendant, a
lathed amber bead, the remains of an ornate harness, and,
of course, a horse offering (Bliujienė 2013, 429 fig. 288).
The coins deposited in such graves were usually separated
from the jewellery by putting them in a separate birchbark
box or a leather bag (Figs. 5,6–7; 6,12–20). Among the separated coins, two or three spiral finger rings made from wire
triangular in cross section could frequently be found, considered by some researchers to have been a kind of means of payment in exchange (Beckmann 1969, 42). Moreover, in the
graves with a larger amount of coins, their meaning changed
from the religious custom-shaped context to the life pragmatism-based practice. Therefore there were all the prerequisites
to believe that an amount of coins larger than prescribed by
custom was deposited in graves as wealth accumulated in the
shape of metal, but not as wealth in terms of its monetary
value. Suppose the person buried in grave 66/2000 of the
Lazdininkai cemetery in period C1b took to the afterlife the
wealth, accumulated and acquired by exchange or other ways
over a long period of time (judging from the coin minting
dates), of 26 sestertii, whose monetary value in the Roman
Empire was rather low and amounted to 6.5 denarii. It is
difficult to imagine what the actual value of the accumulated
wealth was in the West Lithuanian Stone Circle Graves Culture area, even though their purchasing power in the Roman
Empire and its provinces was small, and the system of those
values could not be transferred to the edge of the distant Barbaricum. Whatever the case might have been, the 26 sestertii
discovered in grave 66/2000 of the Lazdininkai cemetery
weighed 527.55 g 14. The 21 sestertii found in grave 369 of
the Aukštkiemiai/Oberhof must have weighed slightly less,
yet more or less than half a kilogram of bronze coins had
438

great value. The value of the accumulated wealth taken to the
afterlife became even greater on comparing the weight of the
coins to the weight of the bronze jewellery found in the graves
(Bliujienė 2013, fig. 237 tab. 17). Summa summarum, the
weight of the bronze found in grave 66/2000 was sufficient
to make eight to twelve neck rings with cone-shaped terminals, each of them weighing 45 to 65 g. The weight of the
worn and dilapidated sestertii was between 23.0 and 16.0 g
and less, in some cases amounting to only 12.65–9.73 g. The
coins of that weight could have contained some dupondii.
As it was, from one worn sestertius with a weight of 23 g one
could make a 23 g bronze bead, and from one very worn sestertius, as many as four rings with a plaited frontal part, each
weighing 4 g (Fig. 4,18.21). One can assume that the value
of the inflowing coins was determined by weight, but not by
their monetary value. Despite the differences in the weight of
the sestertii received and their wear rate, it might have been
a better method to calculate their value. The weight-based
value system existed not only in the Baltic lands: Roman
solidi were also believed to have circulated among barbarian societies by weight (Guest 2008, 302). Moreover, people of the Chernyakhov and other cultures knew about the
changing value of denarii and sought to acquire good, and
not devalued, silver denarii. Perhaps therein lies a pragmatic
answer to the question why the Balts preferred heavy sestertii
in the case of exchange, and also the answer to the riddle of
Tacitus about the amber exchange and the wondering of the
Balts/the Aestians about the remuneration, when he wrote:
‘ It is [amber] gathered crude and passed on unworked, and
they are astonished at the price they get for it ’ (Tacitus,
Germania § 45). Different value systems used to indicate
the same or approximately the same phenomenon of antique
civilization (trade and monetary system) and of Barbarians
(commodities exchange by weight) might be the answer to
this Tacitus riddle.
In other words, currently, just like in the early 20th
century, one can draw the same conclusion: the inflow
coins were a commodity intended for the processing into
raw material for further production or for further local or
regional exchange. As determined in the early 20th century,
the qualitative and quantitative composition of the sestertii (copper alloy with zinc, tin and lead, and admixtures of
other metals) coincided with the composition of the alloy
for jewellery, and the weight of the jewellery coincided with
the amount of the sestertii used for the production of the
artefact (Bezzenberger 1904, XVIII–XXI). Moreover, the
composition of the sestertii metal, due to its plastic properties
and colour, was especially appropriate for the production
of jewellery and other artefacts. The sestertii of the Nerva-
Antonine dynasty rule were made from the bronze-copper

14 It has to be noted that all 185 bronze coins found in the

Lazdininkai cemetery weighed over 3.33 g.
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and zinc alloy (aurichalcum), with the zinc accounting for
20 to 28 %. The artefacts therefore shone with the colour of
gold (Khavrin et al. 2011, 211). Therefore there were all the
prerequisites to believe that the heaviest and most attractive –
due to their technological properties – bronze coins of the
Roman Empire, that is to say, sestertii, were brought both
into the region between the Rivers Nemunas and Daugava
and other Balt lands and into the north eastern European forest zone for special reasons, primarily as a source of raw metal.
The assumption was confirmed by the data of the chemical
and spectrometrical analysis of the metal composition of
the coins and artefacts (Bezzenberger 1904, XVIII–XIX;
Kulikauskas 1959, 16; Luchtanas 1981, 12–14; Vaitkunskienė 1981, 84 fn. 39; Simniškytė 2002; Khavrin et al.
2011, 217–219 fig. 9 pl. 1; Bliujienė 2013, 363–364 fig. 241).
In eastern Lithuania, at the Narkūnai hillfort (the district of
Utena), a quarter of a Faustina II (125/130–175 AD) sestertius
was found stuck to the jeweller’s furnace (Luchtanas 1981,
figs. 10–11). Bronze coins, as well as denarii and other scrap
metal, were processed, and the metal obtained was used for
the production of new jewellery not only by the Balts. The
people of the Chernyakhov culture used to recycle bronze
and copper coins and make jewellery and household items
from the metal received (Myzgin 2012, 199).
Individuals with the highest status could have accumulated the coins as a form of wealth in different ways: by
means of exchange, by receiving a reward, a quit-rent, or a
ransom, by exchanging prestigious gifts or from some other
activities. Therefore the mechanism of the coin circulation in
the region reflected a schema: a Roman coin/a commodity in
the exchange process → accumulation of commodities (elite
able to organize and control exchange process and ensure
safe artefact manufacturing process) → recycling and processing into raw material (craftsmen) → a new commodity
(the exchange process, pedlars) → manufacturing of new artefacts (craftsmen, travelling jewellers). The obvious economic
pragmatism led to the accelerated development of the social
structure of the society, the emergence and transformation of
the manifestations of Romanization, and the emergence of
new burial customs that presupposed changes in the ideology
and the worldview of the society in the region in question.
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